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Il eter J.Sterkenburg was bom in the centuries

old fishing port of Harlingen, which lies in 

the northem part of the N etherlands on 

December 18th, 1955. As a child, his favourite pas-

time was to sit at the harbour entrance every day to 

watch ships pass by. His father was a sailor who 

carne home after every voyage with many 

adventurous maritime tales. At a young age Peter 

spent most of his time drawing and soon displayed 

a remarkable talent in sketching pictures of sailing 

ships. 

As a young adult, and in the footsteps of his 

father, Sterkenburg joined the Dutch anny. While in 

service, his officers discovered his talents and 

before long he was commissioned to make many 

military and maritime paintings. After his tour of 

duty, he studied at the Academy of Arts m 

Leeuwarden and also made several study trips to 

France and the United States . 

During his stay in the United States, he 

became fascinated by the paintings of Montague 

Dawson, a maritime painter he admires very much. 

Like Dawson, Sterkenburg has a strong alliance with 

the sea. 

In 1980 he held his first collective exhibition 
in Breukelen, Holland. This show proved very 
successful and included buyers from all over the 
world. 

"Sterkenburg's gift is in being able to bring 
his seascapes to life"' says one Sterkenburg 
collector. "One is so easily pulled into the reality of 
his work, to feel the wind in one's hair, hem: the surf, 
move with those waves". 

The m.1ist's talent in depicting romantic 

maritime landscapes gives his paintings a unique 

colour and style and makes him part of the long 
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